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Habitat Conservation Plan 

…contributing to the rebuilding and recovery of 
naturally reproducing populations in their native 
habitats, while maintaining genetic and ecologic 
integrity, and supporting harvest 
 
 
Governed by DPUD, NMFS, WDFW, USFWS, CCT, 
YN 
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Presentation Notes
In our Habitat Conservation Plans the objective is…



Chewuch 
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River 
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River 

Twisp Weir 
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Presentation Notes
The Methow is a tributary of the upper (US) Columbia River located in Washington.  It has three major sections – Twisp , Methow mainstem and ChewuchMap of the Methow Basin with the Methow, Twisp and Chewuch Rivers.  The Twisp River is a major tributary of the Methow River located in the Columbia basin – a few hours south of here.



Twisp Steelhead Program Structure 
and History 

Attribute Pre-2011 2011-2017 2018 >> 

Hatchery Wells Wells Wells and WNFH 

Program Size ~104,000 48,000 24,000 + 24,000 

Brood Source Wells stock H+W Twisp WxW Twisp WxW + 
Methow WxW 

Brood Number ~200 26 14 + 150 

Genetic Risk NA NA Ryman-Laikre1 

Smolt Age 1 1 1 and 2 

pHOS Target None 0.50 0.20 

Estimated pHOS 0.85 (basin) ~0.50 TBD 

1 T. Seamons, WDFW, Memo to HCP Hatchery Committee, November 2017 
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Presentation Notes
The Twisp program is overseen by our HCP committee of DPUD, NMFS, WDFW, USFWS, YN, and CCT.  Decisions are by consensus.  Prior to 2011 an average of 90,000 Wells stock steelhead were released in the Twisp River.  Wells Stock is an upper Columbia composite hatchery stock from Wells Hatchery.  It was determined that to aid in recovery, a more tailored program was needed. So in 2011 the program was changed to a 48,000 smolt release of wild Twisp parentage – about 26 broodstock.  Almost concurrently, we embarked on a long-term RRS starting with samples collected in 2009 – still ongoing.  In 2010, as part of the this study, gene flow (adult) management was initiated to achieve 50% hatchery spawners upstream of Twisp Weir.  As a result of this ongoing study, Todd Seamons at WDFW detected signs that the population was at risk for low effective population size – known as a Ryman-Laikre effect.  The Committee decided we needed to address this so we made another management change: for BY 2018 the 48,000 smolts will be produced where 24,000 produced by about 14 WxW Twisp brood and 24,000 by 150 brood of Methow composite WxW.  And, finally in 2018, in the new BiOp NMFS determined that the Twisp conservation program shall be manager for 20% or less hatchery fish on the spawning grounds.



Summer Steelhead Releases 

NMFS 2016 
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There have been very large numbers of steelhead released in the Methow basin historically.  Note in 2013 a slight decline.



Methow Basin Population Status 
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Presentation Notes
Despite, or perhaps partly because of, these large hatchery releases, the natural production in the Methow basin, including the Twisp River, is well below replacement.  Even at the 95th quantile, the population only gets above replacement at spawning escapement at less than 900 fish.



Proportionate Natural Influence 
PNI 

• Genetic influence of wild portion of 
population greater than the hatchery 
portion.  
 

• PNI ≥ 0.67 
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PNI is a concept that applies to populations under supportive breeding where the wild portion of the population shall exert greater genetic influence than the hatchery portion, in nature and in the wild.A PNI of >0.67 is recommended for conservation hatchery programs, where more than 2/3 of the gene flow in the population comes from wild fish.



Proportionate Natural Influence 
PNI 
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HSRG, 2009 
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PNI is calculated by the following equation, where pHOS is the proportion of hatchery fish on the spawning grounds and pNOB is the proportion of wild fish I the hatchery broodstock.



pHOS >> Gene Flow Management 

• Removal of Hatchery Surplus Adults 
• Angling season to remove hatchery 

returns 
• Twisp Weir 
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Removal of hatchery fish to achieve pHOS targets can be accomplished via two approached:Conservation fishery: keep the hatchery fish and release wild fish – only partially effective, likely <40% removalRemoval at the Twisp weir – attempt to match pHOS target escapement of hatchery fish to wild escapement



Allowable Hatchery Origin Spawners 
pHOS 
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The concept of pHOS seems simple – but not completely intuitive.  Here is a graph of the number of hatchery spawners verses wild spawners under two pHOS scenarios: pHOS of 0.5 and 0.2 – which happens to be the former and the new pHOS targets with the Twisp Steelhead.  As you can see, pHOS as a function for the number of wild fish results in different slopes describing the number of hatchery allowed on the spawning grounds, so decreasing pHOS by ½ reduces the number of hatchery fish by more than half.



Twisp Program Modeling 

• Stochastic model 
• Based on historical data 
• Modeled management scenarios to 

estimate: 
• Escapement 
• Numbers of hatchery fish to remove 
• Program size 
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I created a stochastic model to investigate the possible outcomes of various management scenarios



Twisp Program Modeling 

• Wild spawners = ~103 (30-175) 
• pHOS = 0.50 = ~103 hatchery spawners 
• pHOS = 0.20 = ~21 hatchery spawners 

 
• Program size = 48,000 smolts 

• About 644 hatchery spawners (173-1,138) 
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Some basic inputs to the model based on best estimates from existing data:



Twisp Gene Flow Management 
pHOS = 0.50 pHOS = 0.20 

Ideal 
12,000 

Ideal 
3,000 
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First, I looked at the proportion of hatchery fish that we would likely need to remove to achieve the pHOS standards under the previous 0.50 and new 0.20 pHOS regimes.  The shaded pink area is the current program size.Note also that I estimated how many hatchery fish should be released to result in a return that would not require any gene flow management.  The release numbers are exceedingly low.



Twisp Gene Flow Management 

48,000 smolts 
pHOS = 0.50 

48,000 smolts 
pHOS = 0.20 
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These graphs show simulated hatchery return populations where the frequencies of total estimated hatchery returns and the estimated frequencies of the allowable hatchery escapement to achieve the pHOS standard.In other words- to optimize the hatchery program, the hatchery program return frequencies should look like those in Red and Green on these graphs.So, what’s the problem with producing way too many hatchery fish?



Potential for Mining 
48,000 smolts; 26 broodstock 

pHOS = 0.50 

0.30% 
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Here we’ve zoomed in on the previous graph to look at the allowable hatchery escapement to hit pHOS 0.50.  The shaded area in PINK indicates the returns where the number of hatchery adults coming back is fewer than the broodstock used to produce them – a mining situation where the wild fish taken for the population are not replacing themselves in the hatchery program, and may in fact not meet the production that would have occurred in the wild had not these fish been taken as broodstock.



Potential for Mining 
48,000 smolts; 26 broodstock 

pHOS = 0.20 

48% 
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And this is the same type of graph but under the new pHOS = 0.20 regime where it looks like the hatchery production from wild broodstock may not replace itself almost ½ the time.



Ryman-Laikre Effect 
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Presentation Notes
This graph shows modeled Ryman-Laikre (1995) effect for the Twisp steelhead based on the 0.50 pHOS and 0.20 pHOS regimes across the entire range of possible hatchery relative reproductive success.  The shaded area is based on the Hood River RRS value of 0.85.  Note that the 0.20 pHOS regime uses a mixed program where 24,000 smolts are produced by about 14 Twisp Brood and 24,000 are produced by about 150 Methow Composite brood.This analysis is typical where the introduction of a hatchery program causes Ne to decline.  This occurs primarily through high variance in reproductive success on the part of the hatchery program fish.



Between a Rock and a Hard Place 
Action Pro Con 

Program size unchanged • Ensures lots of fish • Lots of gene flow 
management 

• Risk of mining 

pHOS reduced to 0.20 • Higher PNI 
• Reduces ecological 

interactions 

• Exacerbates R-L effect 
• Reduces potential 

demographic benefit 
 

Diversify Broodstock 
Source 

• Reduces R-L effect 
• Injection of genetic 

diversity 
• Mixing dictated by natural 

selection 
 

• Risk of homogenizing local 
adaptation 

S1 and S2 smolts May reduce R-L effect • Performance difference is 
unknown 
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Various program actions and the possible benefits and costs



Conclusions 

• Science is available to manage more 
effectively 

• Governance! 
• [Real] Adaptive Management 
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Some basic inputs to the model based on best estimates from existing data:
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